Abstract

Objectives: The goal of this paper is to comprehend the significance of adopting Cloud Computing (CC) in establishments of higher learning. This paper plots a portion of the advantages that can be conveyed to advanced education using cloud computing, analyzes probably the most imperative difficulties that can be faced by the academia due to its adoption, and proposes some early strides towards its adoption while alleviating the risks involved. Methods/Statistical Analysis: This paper recognizes an expansiveness of institutional variables and CC appropriation procedures by including the diverse perspectives of sources from various backgrounds and contexts on a single phenomenon. The different aids and contributions in this paper are based on the consolidation of research works available in various papers. Findings: The discoveries from this analysis demonstrate that the adoption of CC in establishments of higher learning can be comprehended through a few factors that have an essential impact on CC adoption methodologies like administrative bodies and governments, internal stakeholders, cloud suppliers, firm attributes, socio-political changes, IT framework, and so on. Applications/Improvements: This investigation offers open doors for future research besides giving an understanding into how cloud suppliers, advisors, governments, and scholastics see several market requests, and how they react to these demands while advancing services offered by CC in higher learning institutions. The consequences for practice can help decision makers in adopting services provided by CC legitimately.
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1. Introduction

The investigation of technology acceptance and its implementation in the IT environment has intrigued researchers for quite a while. Hypotheses and techniques have been worked out that permit deducing behavior of a consumer and even anticipating it, in spite of the fact that the principal driver has been to confirm or foresee failure or success of a project related to Information Technology. The idea of cloud computing is not considered to be new-fangled anymore. Since 2012, the level of cloud computing technology adoption is by all accounts achieving an attractive state. Nonetheless, the innovative advancement of CC administrations is outgrowing its rates of adoption. Various applications based on cloud computing are now generally employed in different facets of human endeavor, education not proving to be an exception. Cloud computing is changing the manner organizations work together and assist their related elements. For advanced education, it offers the capacity to be beneficial not only to administrators and educators, but also students, who have their own technology-based gadgets, needs, and desires to be taken into account.

The fundamental concern of Higher Education (HE) is the process of knowledge discovery and its dispersal,
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either face to face, or from remote locations or a mixture of both. The IT framework for the said purpose ought to be made simple-to-utilize, simple-to-scale and absolutely consistent. Unlike the situation for the services offered by local IT service providers, it is legitimate to buy infrastructure (IaaS: Infrastructure-as-a-Service) and a third party (PaaS: Platform-as-a-Service) platform, in this way passing on the danger of issues, for example, equipment letdowns, programming designs and patching to the cloud supplier inside an e-Learning system for HE to guarantee that it is fit reason and within suitably arranged Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

In a report, Canadian Higher Education Lead and Principal, Louise Upton, stated that higher learning institutions were in the midst of a perfect storm. This is because of the decline in government funding, reduction in the value of endowments by market conditions, waning of private backing and the escalating costs. This report is fortified by the outline of Gartner Group. In a document, it is guaranteed that two of the best needs confronting advanced education Chief Information Officers (CIOs) today are diminishing enterprise costs and enhancing technical infrastructure. Offering an adaptable versatile framework and reducing costs, are the most regular guarantees and offering contentions of cloud computing service providers. They guarantee that cloud computing may possibly empower improvements in these important zones.

Out of all the definitions of cloud computing, the one set forward by NIST is broadly utilized. As per NIST, Cloud computing is defined as “A model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a

essential mission and targets of higher learning establishments. Utilizing the cloud enormously raises IT flexibility and enables institutions to pay for just the IT related services they use, tracking resources, more predictable costs, enhanced assessment of budget, and quicker degree of profitability.

Regardless of the capacities that the CC model can convey to associations such as versatility, adaptability, simplicity, agility, and proficiency, there are in any case a few elements critical to its adoption. These variables are concerned with business conditions, the technology, the potential of the organization adopting CC, and the connection between the potential adopting association and its business conditions.

The paper is organized as: Section 2 gives the description of the cloud computing technology and its benefits followed by the description of education based on this technology in Section 3. The details about the adoption of cloud computing in higher learning institutions have been provided in Section 4. Section 5 and 6 discuss various issues concerning cloud adoption in educational institutions and the measures to overcome those barriers, respectively. Finally, the concluding remarks have been given in Section 7.

2. Cloud Computing - The Concept

As per authors of a document, “Literature on cloud computing suffers from hype and divergent definitions and viewpoints”. A wide range of writers have thought of different meanings of this term, with some contending that it is only another name for a service that has been active for quite a while. Authors referred to a report by McKinsey and Co. that provided 22 particular cloud computing definitions in detail. Cloud computing has been defined as the “new term for the long-held dream of computing as a utility”.

Cloud computing characterizes to not just an adjustment in how business is done and IT assets are kept up more proficiently, but also transforms the way the IT business works, since “Nothing in IT lasts forever, and that technological evolution and economic factors can rapidly alter the trajectory of the industry.”

Out of all the definitions of cloud computing, the one set forward by NIST is broadly utilized. As per NIST, Cloud computing is defined as “A model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a
There are four models in which cloud computing can be arranged: i) public, ii) private, iii) community and iv) hybrid. In public cloud arrangement, the IT administrations are exterior to the association or IT division. On the other hand, the IT services in a private cloud are set inside the association however singular units of business recompense the IT office for utilizing institutionalized services under change back systems of the association. Community cloud bolsters sharing of framework among numerous associations using the arranged resources of IT and every association has particular shared objectives and missions. Hybrid cloud comprises of a framework which has at least two clouds, e.g. private, public and community cloud.

From a service provider’s point of view, public cloud, with the multiple occupancy hardware services, provides the most efficient utilization of the outlay. Because of the shared services (hardware as well as software), multiple occupancies and restricted control permitted to be practiced by the subscribing organization, this execution is more vulnerable to issues in comparison to private cloud. This cloud is regularly utilized by prominent organizations, for example, boards and corporate which need an expansive number of clients using standard software applications inside an exceedingly advanced security system. Inside the setting of a University with students more than 20,000 in number, it can be thought of as countless users needing an almost similar desktop interface and application and additionally similar processing power. An application set and a standard interface that can be altered as needed, with insignificant local input shall be invited by IT offices because of reduction in cost.

Since the Hybrid Cloud is a combination of private and public clouds, it is the most suitable arrangement required. So, on account of e-Learning training, the general applications and information, for example, information related to modules or courses can be kept in a public cloud while the applications and information of students can be stored in the private one. Ordinarily, certain applications that need meticulous control and examination are run locally and other applications are kept running on a public cloud. A hybrid arrangement gives the adaptability when additional processing resources are required for brief periods rapidly, for example, at the time of exams, the public cloud can carry the burden for additional computing or capacity. This wasn't possible speedily in private cloud because of the purchase timescales.
2.1 Benefits

The surge in cloud computing is basically because of various outstanding advantages:

2.1.1 Economic

The primary economic benefit is that it acts like the subscription model utilized by the cloud suppliers\textsuperscript{15,26}. The development of a new association is undoubtedly facilitated by the adoption of cloud, considering that by adopting the cloud an association could spare as much as three months of time and money generally expended on power, floor space, IT operations and time which would then be able to be utilized in increasing the business value\textsuperscript{25}. Monetary advantage can likewise be attained using decreased utilization of energy; those businesses making a complete move to the cloud eventually become the end clients of an expansive pool of resources and in this manner, don’t consume their particular energy in running their hardware\textsuperscript{28}. Research conducted by Forbes highlights that by the year 2020, large American organizations can “realize energy savings of $12.3 billion per annum” and small-scale to medium-scale estimated organizations might diminish their utilization of energy by “90%” by adopting the cloud\textsuperscript{31}. The greatest choice characterizing impact for organizations is the economic benefit. Out of the 800 IT experts overviewed in a report, “half” would embrace the cloud only for reduction in costs\textsuperscript{30} and “35%” consider it to be an approach to accelerate their time to market\textsuperscript{12}.

2.1.2 Scalability

Another key advantage of the cloud is scalability, because of which resources, for example, the hard disk space can be scaled up or down in case the customer needs an expanded workload\textsuperscript{32}. The flexibility of resources is an essential advantage but makes the clients deluded into believing that there are unlimited resources when in actuality the limit of the data center will be governing this\textsuperscript{12}.

2.1.3 Service Availability

The accessibility to cloud services is the most critical factor among a variety of other factors; continuous availability, regardless of whether the cause of downtime be issues related to infrastructure or attacks on security, is critical to associations, particularly to those who are in the financial sector needing coverage at all times\textsuperscript{13}. The possibility of outages is a recognized issue; the apparent recognition is that by cloud adoption, the ‘single point of failure’ is wiped out, no doubt the provider disseminates crosswise over numerous data centers even then there will be a common software framework hence the supplier itself can be said to be a ‘single point of failure’ alongside the likelihood that shall stop to exist\textsuperscript{10}. A provider with possibility arrangements of resource pooling is fundamental; the main answer for ensuring all time availability is to adopt numerous suppliers.

2.1.4 Security

Intel investigation came to find out that among the 800 IT experts assessed, “65%” stated they had endured more security attacks than when utilizing an infrastructure on-premise\textsuperscript{34}. This investigation additionally features the major worries for organizations while considering the adoption of public cloud. It apparently appears that there is an obvious absence of certainty in regards to provider’s safety efforts. Data protection is viewed as the biggest hindrance for organizations\textsuperscript{13}. Two other principal issues that deter organizations to adopt are; how the sensitive information is exposed to the cloud providers and how a few suppliers are “not willing to permit auditing of their network or physical security measures”. The absence of transparency and security affirmations results in a basic issue of mistrust\textsuperscript{36}. It is evident that for organizations to exploit the many advantages cloud adoption offers, they should have the capacity to confide in their cloud provider, who must form a persuading standing consequently\textsuperscript{3}.

2.1.5 Flexibility

In coordinating IT assets to business capacities, cloud computing provides added flexibility (often called elasticity) than the previous computing strategies. It can likewise build staff versatility by empowering access to business data and applications from a more extensive scope of services and locations\textsuperscript{37}.

2.1.6 Redeployment of Staff

By decreasing or taking out repetitive updates to the server and other issues related to computing and by reducing consumptions in terms of time and money or development of application, associations can concentrate IT on undertakings of higher value.
2.1.7 Focusing on Core Competencies

Apparently, for most of the organizations, the capacity to oversee and develop software application and run data centers is not really a center competency. Cloud computing can make it considerably less demanding to decrease or completely oblige these capacities, enabling the association to focus on core issues, for example, the policy and planning for continually enhancing the learning environment.

2.1.8 Sustainability

Because of wasteful resource utilization or poor design, the energy efficiency of most of the data centers is reduced and is presently comprehended to be naturally and monetarily unsustainable. Cloud service providers can expend much less on energy and different resources as compared to the customary data center operators, by utilizing cost-saving strategies and their ability to oversee computing resources all the more proficiently.

Taking all the above-mentioned factors into consideration, for the higher learning institutions, the services offered by cloud computing may be appropriate and may incorporate hosting the cloud, storage of data, software services and infrastructure. HLIs may utilize virtual services facilitated by a cloud, e.g., calendars, file storage, creating websites, email, contact list, and sharing of archives. The advantages of cloud computing adoption in the setting of HLIs incorporate better access to content and infrastructure (24*7 access), for services pay as you go, insignificant cost on upgrades and maintenance, internal resource freeing up, flexibility and enhanced reliability.

3. Cloud based Education

The seriously aggressive pressure situations faced in the system of education, combined with the yearning to be the top-notch establishment view the cutting edge universities continually sourcing approaches to end up plainly more self-proficient while keeping up with the deliverance of the best learning practice. The key drivers in this change are the government changes in the appropriation of financing and assets. Since there is an ascent in educational cost expenses, universities as opposed to accepting the lion's share of subsidizing from the government must work as an independent entity whereby extra funds must be naturally created. Besides the current sponsor-ship subsidizing, universities are currently starting to take a gender at ‘cloud based e-learning’ or ‘Education as a Service’ (EaaS) as an approach to decrease the cost, enhance proficiency and learning quality. There are numerous third-party e-learning arrangements based on cloud like Docebo and CloudLearn however many battle to have a recognizable effect in the sector of education.

Distance Learning (DL), otherwise called e-learning, has assumed an essential part of the process of education, particularly for individuals who have work, health, disability or location issues making it troublesome for them to go to a conventional classroom. Notwithstanding tending to these worries, distance learning likewise gives elasticity in time, place, and scheduling. An e-learning framework facilitated on the cloud would make new learning conditions where exams and lectures are conducted over a cloud system using the idea of virtualization. Information can be made accessible to students via cloud-based arrangements which can be availed anytime, irrespective of the location, via any web-empowered gadget. Numerous universities and schools have just started to progress such activities.

E-learning frameworks have little effect in the academic world because of the accompanying reasons; the absence of adequate infrastructure, the lack of assets for training, the absence of ‘e-content’ and insufficient, unengaging design of interfaces. The faulty design of interface specifically ruins numerous frameworks; they prescribe an effective framework that ought to include: intuitive components, for example, tests, quizzes, simulations and video, navigation that is coherent, consistent, straightforward elements of design, like size of text, color and type, memorable content, uncluttered pages, community oriented components, viz., forums created by students and support and easy access to staff. Lacking of IT infrastructure is the real problem. Numerous present frameworks, for example, Moodle are run and kept up on campuses with inadequate infrastructure, such as, slow hardware and networking; this can deliver a terrible experience of learning, demotivation and absence of retention to learn. The resolution is cloud deployment so that the previously mentioned issues can be annihilated.

A few services from the cloud are as of now being adopted in the educational sector, the most pervasive one being the SaaS item ‘Microsoft live@edu’ giving students access to email, Skydrive and office package based on their browsers. It provides access from anywhere to the most recent Microsoft items without buying. Of late,
this service has been modified to Microsoft Office 365 and now incorporates PowerPoint, Access, Word, Excel, Outlook, Publisher and OneNote. The offer integrates shared coordinated effort storage in the cloud to allow sharing archives among representatives in their projects. Another one of many cloud-based services for education is Google App Education (GAE). Google components, for example, Talk, Docs, and Mail offer similar rich advantages as its Microsoft partner, upgrading the experience of learning and online student joint efforts.

Google additionally has put forward a program for the purpose of education using its Google Apps for Education Suite that incorporates applications for productivity, for example, Google Docs. This suite also includes classroom management system, email service, shared storage like Google Drive, site creation, hosting, and tools for collaboration. A contextual analysis at the University of Westminster expounded the advantages and savings realized by the utilization of services offered by Google Apps by the university. The chief role of this service is to make use of email, storage services and collaboration of Google Apps for data that is not sensitive. An estimated sustentation of £1,000,000 was observed. IBM Cloud Academy is a group cloud computing program that gives consultation services and best practices other than cloud services offered to advanced education establishments. These arrangements incorporate infrastructure computing, collaboration solutions, virtual desktop solutions, integration solution and so forth.

In this manner, cloud computing can assume a fundamental part of education. It can provide direct access to an extensive variety of various scholarly assets, educational tools and research applications. This is a huge part of the rapidly developing innovative services on the web. Working in collaboration with HLI, the cloud computing suppliers are making global forums (for example, IBM formed the IBM Academy in 2009) for teachers, analysts and other IT faculty for them to meet up and share thoughts. These activities serve to enhance the quality as well as access to educational data at minimal working costs. As indicated by IBM, “Cloud computing makes it possible for educators and learners to get access to a range of research tools and applications and a large collection of learning material.”

Same as that in the industry, the key advantage as indicated by researchers is somewhat money related. Institutions will find saving funds in the upkeep of IT framework including utilization of energy; licensing, hardware and specialized workforce coming about because of cloud virtualization. The improvement in the learning experience of students is perceived as another key advantage as content ends up noticeably being brought together in a single archive that may be accessed rapidly and effortlessly at any time and at any place as opposed to being spread crosswise over local servers; therefore administration and content management are streamlined. The staff can focus on providing an improved learning experience as all the content is centralized instead of dawdling in engaging in a wasteful framework. They additionally recognize the potential for Mlearning utilizing cell phones to advance research as online worldwide teamwork will be conceivable over the environment shared by all, adding to the achievement and creation of excellent work.

Obviously, with benefits come trials; again like the businesses, in cloud-based education, information security, privacy along with an inadequate framework are problems that should be dealt with. The privacy laws of the data and its accompanying handling ought not to be messed with; they likewise talk about another issue, that is: acceptance. Migration to the cloud and far from the customary pattern of teaching shall be a major transformation for organizations. Some may grasp it while others repulse it. There is the feeling among teachers that such e-learning frameworks could supplant them; however researchers contend that this won’t be the situation; educators shall dependably assume a crucial part in education and the regular contact time of lectures can never be supplanted.

3.1 The Cloud Pedagogy

In 2014, The Education Endowment Foundation expressed that, “There is positive substantiation showing the vital role that technology plays in accelerating and deepening learning.” The combination of learning and teaching and cloud computing will improve the educational programs and make an environment of embedded learning called cloud pedagogy.

Cloud pedagogy has been characterized as “the art of teaching while encouraging omnipresence learning via cloud-based applications.” The author additionally alluded to it as the utilization of web 2.0 tools and web-based tools where the resources for computing are collectively used for upgrading the learning and teaching process.
In basic terminology, cloud pedagogy alludes to any type of learning and teaching achieved utilizing cloud-based learning technologies; or in other words, any type of teaching and learning utilizing a cloud-based platform or cloud-based applications. At times, it is alluded to as internet learning, or eLearning that is accessible in the cloud implying that assets are kept in a virtual domain at a different location and availed from various types of web-empowered gadgets like portable PCs, tablets, and cell phones. Different depictions take into consideration anything that is availed external to an association’s firewall since this incorporates customary outsourcing being on the cloud.

The investigation of cloud pedagogy is however in infancy, with very little research conducted on it and novel models of teaching and learning are as yet being settled. There are many types of cloud-based learning developments. As of now, students and teachers utilize cloud applications such as Dropbox, YouTube or email in their regular exercises. These applications provide numerous inventive and capable methodologies for the transmission and dispersal of educational information. It provides a perfect stage for upgrading innovative and creative thinking, multi-media, problem solving and ICT (Information and Communication Technology) education.

Basically, the cloud alludes to a gathering of PCs acting as one; that is PCs linked with an infrastructure (World Wide Web) and they shape a processing model that takes into consideration scaling of assets in the light of real-time needs. Cloud pedagogy takes the thought of an all-around available, versatile and simple network of PCs and applies it to electronic learning. This consolidates everything from online classrooms present at certified learning establishments to diminutive modules of learning to be utilized inside private associations or other private endeavors.

By virtue of cloud applications, it is possible that lectures can be conducted from any place on the planet, the applications help evacuate the impediment of classroom limits and as long as the student has a working internet connection, it enables learning from any place in the world. Various educational institutes across the world can regulate a similar educational module synchronously; pupils from different nations can cooperate utilizing the learning platform like electronic boards and work in study groups. They can utilize platforms for virtual learning to team up and share information. With this innovation, students can get to their learning tools from any computing gadget, paying little heed to the platform, as long as the gadget can link with the cloud. Further, the framework consequently adapts to the client’s necessities, in case of an upsurge in traffic or the measure of resources accessible to the clients of the framework, guaranteeing that the client’s experience remains generally even.

Cloud-based pedagogy can likewise supplant course books with the program based delivery of content, and this as a service would be putting forth the organization substantially more than merely just the content. The resources may be conveyed as databases, spread sheets or word processors. A decent case was identified in California in 2009, where the State Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger acquainted a program which had the State quit purchasing reading material rather give students free digital gadgets.

### 4. Adoption in Educational Institutions

With the steady expansion in cloud computing adoption, the educational sector has not been left untouched. The institutes of education have additionally joined the drive to embrace the technology of cloud into their operations. The utilization and adoption of services offered by the cloud are spreading all around, the educational sector being no exception, despite the fact that the rate and scale differ with area and the monetary condition of areas. Large companies like Microsoft have started activities to give free cloud services to universities. Services that are incorporated are document storage, email, formation and sharing of reports and the capacity to form sites. In a typical institute of higher learning, distinguished lecturers, students, developers, administrative staff, researchers and analysts among others are the fundamental clients of IT assets. Generally, HLIs own an in-house IT administrations office where all their ICTs are overseen. It has been demonstrated that these administrations can be migrated to the cloud where the web can be employed to avail them.

By virtue of cloud computing frameworks, the development and adoption of different technologies in the scholarly world have accelerated. A few advancements have been made conceivable using the assets and frameworks of the cloud. Researchers analyzed that the University of California embraced cloud computing to empower them to viably meet conference and
research due dates viably, and allot assets productively, while staying away from the expensive traps of under or over-provisioning. In the United States, Marist Colleges implemented the cloud computing technology into their maneuvers. This implementation of cloud computing has lessened expenses by sharing a data center with other establishments of education\(^{62}\). They decided to link up with what is ordinarily alluded to as community cloud. North Carolina State University (NCSU) likewise embraced cloud computing for their entire ICT operations. They decided to house their cloud arrangement in-house. This has accelerated the output of their information technology workforce and students, and brought about technological and educational cost savings\(^{63}\). Besides, proficiency factor was perceived by particular institutes of higher education that embraced cloud computing. Effectiveness was accomplished by Washington State University by implementing an environment of virtualization that is viewed as an agent empowering cloud computing. Saving was realized by the utilization of email services in Google Apps. Cloud computing was additionally employed by a variety of advanced education organizations in poor African nations, such as, Rwanda, Ethiopia and Nairobi\(^{12,14}\).

Cloud computing is the answer for some issues that the advanced education in Africa and other developing countries confront when incorporating ICTs into their educational modules\(^{32}\). The authors recognized problems like the shortage of ICT infrastructure, inconsistent and lacking electrical power supply and high cost of ownership as elements that are constraining the adoption of ICT in the advanced education in Africa. They asserted that the cloud’s pay-as-you-use and on-request access trademark can enable toppling the capital consumption of establishments\(^{15,21}\).

Cloud computing might be seen as being countercreative to several issues of the higher educational institutions in developing nations. There is a developing collection of literature that demonstrates HEIs have begun implementing cloud computing with regards to African nations such as, Kigali Institute of Education in Rwanda, National University of Rwanda, University of Mauritius, Kenyan Methodist University in Kenya and University of Nairobi\(^{12,22}\). Likewise, it was noticed that the likings and difficulties of cloud computing in HEIs of Tanzania\(^{23}\). An investigation led in South Africa features security concerns in the implementation of cloud computing in higher educational institutions\(^{24}\). Several services of cloud computing that have been embraced in HEIs are Google Cloud administrations that incorporate Google Talk, Gmail Calendar, Google spreadsheets and Google Docs. IT costs are being diminished as a result of these services and the IT services are being enhanced as well in various associations. Notwithstanding increasing number of HEIs embracing cloud computing in the developing nations, it is needed to comprehend contextual problems that may change from nation to nation\(^{20,23,27}\).

The cloud applications have been adopted in various forms in HEIs and are utilized for various assignments in these institutions. Some are utilized specifically in the process of delivering knowledge while others are utilized for different exercises that help the process of teaching. According to a study, the respondents showed that they use cloud applications for different assignments that help them in their teaching such as posting lecture notes, posting assignments, posting continuous evaluation marks and as gatherings to help discuss with students. Other uses include submission of articles to journals, data sharing, doing research, or arranging meetings with students\(^{12}\). This is explained in Figure 1.

### 4.1 Levels of Technology Adoption

Similar to any other development of technology, cloud computing experiences a series of stages for development\(^{25}\). The cloud computing development level over some time period in associations can be clarified by the diffusion of the innovation curve. The innovation curve’s diffusion has five phases to be specific\(^{15,22}\): i) innovators, ii) early adopters, iii) early majority, iv) late majority and v) laggards. These are defined as:

- **Innovators**: associations or individuals who are occupied with the technology and hold uplifting disposition towards the novel innovation
- **Early adopters**: associations or individuals with enthusiasm for the novel innovation and can take risks in adopting the same
- **Early majority**: larger part of organizations and individuals who are realists and concentrate on the procedural model for the novel innovation
- **Late majority**: associations or individuals who are pretty much incredulous towards the novel innovation and have negative demeanors towards it
- **Laggards**: associations or individuals with outrageous states of mind towards the novel innovation and frequently don’t consider adopting it as the standard
It is important to pay attention to the diverse adoption levels for cloud computing with regards to HEIs. The levels of adoption differ particularly with regards to developing nations where cloud computing is new in comparison to developed nations. Comprehension of the development level may likewise bolster top administration and IT managers to choose proper cloud computing services in the higher educational institutions. IT Managers may comprehend the advancement stages in which the novel innovation shall take place and prepare for the change accordingly.

4.2 Current Trend of Cloud Computing Adoption

Authors analyzed the part of three factors in the proper implementation of Cloud Computing. By employing Partial Least Squares examination, they expounded that two elements (experience and age) play an important role in a man’s aim to use cloud computing. Junior colleges have turned out to be early adopters of the technology of cloud computing. Experts employed the Technology Acceptance Model to analyze whether students of junior college would adopt the technology of cloud computing. Their investigation came to the conclusion that students would probably choose the technology of cloud computing if it is not difficult to use and does not require elaborate training procedure.

As of now, in North America, about 70% of HEIs have adopted (or are adopting) their email frameworks to the cloud. Nearly 50% have taken up a cloud-based framework of collaboration to enhance sharing of data across the campuses. Technavio’s statistical surveying investigators have anticipated that the worldwide cloud computing market in advanced education will develop stunningly in the stipulated period and will post a CAGR of over 24% by the year 2020. This industry investigation report recognizes the rising interest for online substance improvement and digitization to be one of the central points that will positively effect the development of this market in the forthcoming years. The utilization of e-learning devices, for example, Learning Content Management System (LCMS) and Learning Management System (LMS) are essential in making content for training and educating learners. The high expenses related
to the use of e-learning instruments will drive the interest towards cloud computing in the education sector. Furthermore, cloud computing kills the need to introduce LMS on singular servers and also the necessity of specialists for dealing with the product.

As far as topographical areas are concerned that this report evaluates, North America represented around 43% of the aggregate share of the market in the year 2015. The expanding adoption of the services offered by cloud computing by institutions of higher education to enhance the educational quality, in email frameworks, and information sharing over the campus will drive the development of the market. Thus, the area will keep on dominating the market in the time frame of observation. The adoption of various devices, for example, tablets, e-readers, and portable PCs and the accessibility to internet will likewise increase the market development in the geographical area.

The investment in cloud technology is anticipated to develop in advanced education this year; 81 percent of IT pioneers or experts said their establishments would be expanding investing on cloud computing in 2017. 60% are of the view that they are incorporating cloud technology in their IT techniques. In any case, it will take a couple of more years before the majority of applications in universities are operating in the cloud. As of now, 39 percent of applications are cloud-based; by 2021, it could be more like 62 percent.

5. Challenges/Issues in Cloud Computing Adoption in HLIs

Regardless of the enormous advantages of cloud computing: uncertainties on the security and confidentiality of information stored in the cloud, location of data, privacy and regulatory compliance, vendor lock-in, reliability and legal jurisdiction of the cloud vendor have been distinguished as the obstructions to the adoption of cloud in advanced education, which resemble the findings of the investigation completed by the analysts of Carnegie Mellon University. The review additionally found that for institutions of higher learning, the difficulties in adoption of cloud are not confined to the dangers mentioned above, rather the relative underdevelopment and novelty of services offered by the cloud is likewise one of the significant worries for the adoption of cloud.

In a whitepaper, four primary concerns and worries for cloud computing in advanced education have been perceived: security and integration, compliance and risk issues, IT staffing implications and governing questions. For cloud adopters, privacy and security are outstanding issues since important information is stored outside the firewalls of institutions; consequently, any hacking or different types of assaults on the cloud seller's framework shall influence all customers whose information was saved on that framework. As indicated by researchers, failure to show consistence with SLA (Service Level Agreements) by the providers of cloud service is yet another cause for the moderate rate of adoption, since if cloud sellers don't meet the necessities of the SLA and take care of downtimes promptly, performance shall be significantly influenced. Jurisdiction and legal concerns additionally cause worries in light of the fact that legal issues can tie an establishment into undesirable or inadmissible conditions, prompting legal disputes that can keep running for years because of laws of the land where the information is found. The institutions never again gain control over the physical framework where their information is gathered, once the services of cloud vendors are utilized; the normal client may not be worried about where their information is located, yet colleges hold extremely imperative data of thousands of individuals and procedures, for example, results of researches and discoveries that require very high amount of privacy and confidentiality. A case of an organization confronting legal issues because of the adoption of public cloud by Google is the Lakehead University, Canada. The faculty union of the university documented a complaint that the email framework outsourced to Google does not ensure the protection of their academic freedom and privacy since Google is a U.S. organization and along these lines answerable to the American law that makes Google to handover information to the U.S. Government when needed, even without the permission of the concerned university. Such problems endanger the protection of privacy of information and wedge the enthusiasm of HLIs to adopt the cloud. However, in developing nations, the adoption rate of the cloud technology is meager even now; subsequently, in this part of the world, universities shall, for the most part, operate with copyright laws of the selected cloud sellers and that of the area where the vendors’ frameworks are found; thus, one of the measuring standards of selecting vendors shall be founded on how promising the copyright laws emerge for the universities.
As in other low-pay status economies, HEIs in Malawi are facing issues bringing about low quality of teaching, learning and a constrained output of research. A portion of the issues identified with ICTs are deficient transfer speed, the absence of software and hardware assets, lack of IT systems inside the establishments, inadequate skills and consciousness of ICTs among the individuals of the staff in the associations. In addition to this, there are other socio-economic issues in Malawi which in a roundabout way influence the selection and utilization of ICTs in HEIs. These are the poor economic performances that influence the foreign direct investment, powerless internal administration of frameworks and inappropriate structures of governing inside the organizations. Another concern is the absence of energy supply in provincial regions, uncertain power supply (frequent power outages) and ICT framework vandalism that influences operations of ICT users and service providers.

By and large, the primary hurdles that impede the cloud computing adoption in SADC region have been given as follows:

- **Poor Network Infrastructure**
  The absence of adequate network infrastructure has dependably been a noteworthy impediment to the utilization of ICTs in developing countries. Network infrastructure alludes to every single technological device, technique and access model that is utilized to encourage the effective administration and exchange of data. The SADC region, for the most part, comprises of developing countries; these nations are still undergoing development in many sectors of their economies. There is an extremely constrained framework for telecommunications in most of the developing nations and costs are exceptionally huge. The restricted accessible framework is for the most part found in bigger urban territories, in this way dismissing and denying whatever remains of the populace in other, more rustic ranges.

- **High cost of ICT**
  The excessive cost related with setting up and maintenance of the ICT framework and equipment is again an issue in the developing nations. PCs, portable PCs, cell phones and some ICT hardware are costly and unreasonably expensive to most of the populace in developing nations. This chops down the populace who can purchase ICT hardware. Subsequently, a lot of potential clients is banished from utilizing the internet due to high expenses.

- **Lack of Cloud Awareness**
  Majorly of the people in the region of SADC don’t know about the presence of cloud application and cloud computing. This is fundamentally credited to the higher rate of lack of education in developing nations. A poor e-readiness score is observed for most countries in Sub-Saharan Africa except for South Africa and its neighbors. This is confirmed by a general absence of community awareness regarding the potential advantages and abilities of the cloud. Such a high scale of ignorance is a participating element in the low rate of cloud computing adoption in the region.

- **Unreliable Internet**
  One of the principal challenges preventing the widespread cloud adoption in Southern Africa is the internet reliability. For services of the cloud to be effective, it is a precondition that the internet ought to be dependable as the cloud calls for quick and reliable internet. In any case, as indicated by the researcher, the adoption of cloud in Southern Africa is still low on the grounds as the area does not have quick and dependable fast access to the internet. Researchers state that the absence of dependable internet access has led to most developing countries not embracing the cloud. They brought to light a great deal of elements including the region’s poor infrastructure, absence of information coupled with a negative attitude, poverty, deficiency of resources, absence of IT know-how among the teachers, lack of ICT assets with respect to students, unresponsive to change, poor network connectivity, ignorance, shattering economy and absence of resolution from the leaders of institutions.

### 5.1 Factors affecting Adoption of Cloud Computing in HLIs

Most of the colleges and universities (about 69 percent) refer to savings of cost as their essential reason for the adoption of cloud. An increase in flexibility, versatility and speed are the following most well-known causes behind the migration of operations to the cloud, each referred to by about 40 to 50 percent of respondents. Actually, seven out of every 10 (71 percent) revealed that they had observed cuts in costs of the application upon migration to the cloud-based computing. Different other bonuses include enhanced service to the client, as said
by 77 percent of advanced education respondents and an increase in productivity, mentioned by 76 percent. The most widely recognized concern was identified as security and privacy, determined by 55 percent of respondents. Various factors that influence cloud computing adoption in HLIs have been discussed below:

5.1.1 Performance
A new technology is often embraced by people assuming that it may help them to achieve their tasks quickly and enhance the nature of their output. Performance expectation is one of the principal elements that impact a person’s choice to embrace a new technology. With a poor network infrastructure and low levels of bandwidth in many nations in the region of SADC, cloud clients are very prone to encounter poor performances while accessing applications of the cloud. Poor cloud execution is typically observed when the network connection between the consumer and the cloud server is poor. Researchers perceive performance as being both an opportunity and a risk for the adoption of cloud.

5.1.2 Ease of Use
As indicated by an investigation, a critical factor while assessing cloud computing technology is the ease of use. This is because while utilizing an application, the user experience is critical in evaluating the success of that application. Past research on cloud computing adoption has demonstrated ease-of-use or effort expectancy as one of the principal elements considered when settling on the choice whether to adopt cloud applications. Researchers and cloud clients ought to keep that in mind while deciding about embracing solutions that are cloud-based. Reliability exhibits itself as a risk and is subsequently taken as the main consideration in the adoption of cloud computing. It determines the sort of application that is able to be relocated to the cloud.

5.1.3 Integration with other Services
For different uses around the campus, HEIs need to embrace many different applications. A need of these applications is to associate with each other. The absence of communication between these applications represents an enormous hurdle to cloud providers and adopters. An investigation conducted by researchers noticed the main consideration affecting cloud computing adoption in an organization of education as “Support and integration of institution services”. They stressed that this element assumed a major part when institutions needed to settle on a choice whether or not to adopt cloud computing.

5.1.4 Reliability
Despite the fact that providers of cloud services guarantee 99.9% SLA to their clients, cloud customers are as yet worried about the dependability of cloud services. Any association doing business would want to stay away from a circumstance where their operations are ceased because of a blackout of services offered by the cloud. As indicated by authors, at times an outage is inevitable and cloud clients ought to keep that in mind while deciding about embracing solutions that are cloud-based. Reliability exhibits itself as a risk and is subsequently taken as the main consideration in the adoption of cloud computing. It determines the sort of application that is able to be relocated to the cloud

When building up a strategy for cloud, some general standards can be drawn for higher education in comparison to the business group. A powerful and tough cloud system plan for establishment in learning education will require: making a framework based upon the necessities of the various partners involved – from faculty to students, alumni to members of board; closing in all partners prior to schedule; and putting up an organization-wide cloud methodology that meets IT challenges specific to campuses and advanced education.

6. Recommendations/Overcoming Barriers to Cloud Adoption

As enunciated from the primary and secondary collection of data, regulatory compliance issues, privacy, reliability of service provider and confidentiality, as well as security of data, have been found to be the major obstacles in the cloud computing adoption. Thus, the requirement is the recommendation of an approach that is futuristic as well as proactive besides being an immediate and preventive solution. Thus, several measures have been suggested in the proposed study that helps to overcome the challenges to cloud computing.

6.1 Strategic guidelines for overcoming Privacy and Security Concerns
The concerns related to privacy and security are the two main challenges that arise in cloud computing adoption. To overcome these issues, the below-mentioned guidelines and techniques should be employed for safeguarding educational data:
6.1.1 Encryption

It has been found to be the most popular technique for ensuring the security of cloud data. It is the process in which information is transformed or changed in such a manner that it cannot be comprehended by anyone without authorization. Thus, anyone who does not possess the password or code for decrypting the encrypted data is unable to comprehend the data being transmitted when this technique is employed. In this way, the data is safeguarded by ensuring its integrity as well as authenticity by preventing the confidential educational data to be disclosed improperly.

6.1.2 Digital Signature

Digital signatures can also be employed for overcoming privacy and security issues. A digital signature is an electronic signature that is used for authenticating the users who access the cloud services. In this technique, users ought to provide their proper access/login credentials in order to access the applications or information they require. As a result, the integrity, accountability and authenticity of data stored on the cloud are ensured.

6.1.3 Direct contact with the Cloud Vendor

The chances that the data may be compromised increase with the growing number of intermediate stages or levels between the vendor and the user. Therefore, a direct contact ought to be established by the university with the cloud service provider with no interference from an intermediary. This shall ensure one-way movement of data from the cloud service provider to the higher learning institution.

6.1.4 Gradual Migration

Despite the cost benefits, efficiency and increased agility offered by the cloud, caution is a must while migrating to the cloud. It is recommended to migrate towards the cloud in a gradual manner and moving low-risk applications first. In this way, the university can get some time to analyze if the vendor chosen or the cloud project is worthy or not; if it is found to be worthy, then only rest of the applications should be moved in a stepwise manner. Furthermore, the compatibility between the systems of the cloud service provider and the university should be ensured to overcome the barriers of privacy and security concerns. This can be done by gradual migration since both the parties would have ascertained their compatibility before the migration of sensitive data to the cloud.

6.1.5 Investigation of Cloud Vendors

Before choosing any cloud provider, it is important to thoroughly investigate their security mechanisms, type of configuration and security measures for ensuring the security of data on their cloud. Furthermore, the details about the measures to be followed in case a security breach occurs should be analyzed, understood and warranted to be in harmony with the standards laid down by CSA (Cloud Security Alliance) and NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology). This shall make sure that the security level offered by the cloud service provider is apt and proper backups are in place to thwart the effects of disasters such as flood, fire, or earthquake or other problems. Such an investigation is, therefore, mandatory for the cloud service adoption in the educational sector for ensuring confidentiality as well as availability due to the privacy level which is required for preserving the results of researches or other confidential data.

6.1.6 Data Splitting

This technique involves the storage of data on diverse clouds in such a way that maintains availability, integrity and confidentiality of data. So, it requires the services of many service providers. Such a technique helps in reducing the risks of downtime and data loss, avoiding vendor lock-in and improving the performance by employing fault-tolerant protocols to control the security issues like intrusion, data integrity and service availability across different clouds. Splitting data across clouds provides the educational institutions with an opportunity to employ a different cloud for a different purpose since one cloud may perform better than the other for some application such as, the usage of Microsoft Azure for providing IaaS as well as PaaS services and the Google public cloud has been found to be the best for providing email services. With the advancements in cloud technology, the services offered by the cloud vendors and the migration solutions have made the synchronization of data across different clouds easier, for example, the countability provided by cloud vendors makes it convenient for the users to manage different cloud providers simultaneously. In the same way, the costs implicated by different cloud service providers vary based on the pricing schemes; the applications that are kept running for a longer duration of time and
used quite frequently may have lesser costs as compared to those that are utilized for a shorter span of time. Thus, the clients should carefully analyze the costs of data splitting across different clouds. Although it is emphasized to guarantee that the most appropriate model for service delivery and deployment together with a reputable cloud vendor is chosen for a reliable and secure cloud, failure may still occur; thus the use of multiple clouds is a more reliable and better approach for handling failures since it is very uncommon that the services from various providers may be down simultaneously. This technique offers the educational institutions the provision to migrate in a convenient manner which proves beneficial in case the service provider changes its business terms or hikes the prices. In such a case, the institutions may shift to other cloud service providers with favorable business terms and pricing.

In order to prepare for the cloud pedagogy adoption and achieve an improvement in the same, the below-mentioned steps should be taken:

- All the advantages and potential opportunities in shifting to cloud services from the traditional computing arrangements should be identified.
- It should be ensured that the in-house infrastructure is complementing the services offered by the cloud vendor. The migration to cloud is not all or nothing process and the extension of an in-house IT to some clouds may be supported by several cloud services like infrastructure services to provide additional storage and computation facility. Virtualization shall thus be an important part of a compatible infrastructure.
- A risk evaluation and cost/benefit framework should be developed for supporting decisions concerning when, how and where the cloud services can be adopted. A roadmap should be developed to optimize the current IT infrastructure for the adoption of private and public cloud services. It should be identified which type of data cannot be stored in public clouds for security or legal reasons.
- In-house competencies vital for managing the effective cloud service adoption should be identified and safeguarded.
- While transferring current applications or information to the cloud (even to a private cloud), technical challenges to be addressed should be evaluated. Various internal as well as external services should be experimented with for identifying the problems that may arise.
- It should be ensured that the networking environment is apt for cloud computing.
- To improve the speed of internet, internet service providers should make enhancements in their networks besides making it accessible in remote locations which are devoid of any connection.
- A uniform application for cloud learning should be adopted by institutional leaders that shall be used by everybody in the institutions.
- Workshops should be conducted for raising the awareness about cloud computing together with its applications which can be employed for educating in the institutions.
- The enhancements in ICT infrastructure should be facilitated by stakeholders and governments of different countries. The assistance from governments may be in the form of availability of funds for boosting such developments.
- Teaching with technology approach should be encouraged by institutional leaders. Some policies should be put in place to promote the use of technology while teaching.
- Subsidies should be provided to learners by stakeholders and governments so that they can acquire the required equipment for accessing cloud applications.

7. Conclusion

An exploratory study has been presented in this paper which was carried out for better understanding the cloud computing shift and the changing significance of its decisive factors. The current status of cloud pedagogy has also been studied for highlighting the challenges and determining how the e-learning environment can be improved for higher learning institutions. After the identification of the limitations and challenges, this study shows that majority of the problems can be overcome for improving the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). Therefore, feasible solutions like usage of IaaS for overcoming resource constraints and the usage of SaaS for enhancing the learning environment with the addition of valuable and interactive tools can be employed to harness the services offered by cloud vendors in educational institutions. However, this study found a dearth of research in the field of cloud computing adoption in educational institutions. As a result, it was concluded that cross-country investigations should be used for revealing more information.
about the factors that affect cloud computing adoption in educational institutions.
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